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Abstract

In encephalopathic infants, cerebrospinal fluid hyperglycinemia and elevated cerebrospinal fluid to plasma glycine ratio are considered pathognomonic of Non-ketotic hyperglycinemia (NKH). It is due to a defect of the glycine cleavage system and has poor prognosis. We present a case of transient NKH presented to us with hypotonia, recurrent apnea and seizure. Increased ratio of cerebrospinal fluid to plasma glycine concentrations of 0.16 was seen as a strong diagnostic indicator of Non-ketotic hyperglycinemia.

Introduction

Glycine encephalopathy, also known as Nonketotic hyperglycinemia (NKH), is an inborn error of glycine metabolism caused by deficiency in the glycine cleavage system (GCS) and is characterized by large quantities of glycine accumulated in all body tissues, especially in serum and cerebrospinal fluids. Non-ketotic hyperglycinemia (NKH) is an inborn error of glycine degradation, which causes hypotonia, lethargy, apnea, seizures, myoclonic jerks and hiccups. Outcome is usually poor, with mortality up to 50% during the first week of life. Surviving infants have profound intellectual disability and intractable seizures. Atypical forms include milder disease, with onset from late infancy to adulthood, which presents various neurological symptoms: seizure, motor and/or cognitive impairments, aggressive behavior, and impaired work or school performance.

A Rare transient form has been described in which newborns have elevated cerebrospinal fluid and plasma glycine, which is biochemically and clinically indistinguishable from the classic form. In the rare form, glycine levels normalize over time without pharmacologic intervention and often have few or no neurologic sequelae. We present a case sick neonate (19 days old) with features of hypotonia, apnoea, seizures which was later diagnosed to be transient non-ketotic hyperglycinemia by measuring CSF and plasma glycine value.

We present a case of NKH presented in neonatal period with recurrent apnea and seizures. Evaluating a sick neonate who presents with hypotonia, apnoeaencephalopathy, and seizures is a diagnostic challenge; a high index of suspicion for timely diagnosis and treatment could prevent severe complications.
Neonatal Non-Ketotic Hyperglycaemia

The Case

A 19 days old male child (Figure 1) admitted in our hospital with recurrent episodes of apnea and seizures. The baby was a term/SGA/LBW(1800gms), born of non-consanguineous marriage. Pregnancy was uneventful, labor and delivery were uncomplicated. The length of baby was 48 cm and head circumference was 32 cm. Physical examination shows presence of cyanosis. Gastrointestinal examination reveals no Hepatosplenomegaly. Neonatal reflex such as rooting, sucking, ATNR and Moro’s reflex were absent. On cranial nerve examination pupils are bilateral equal and reacting to light with no facial muscle weakness and no gag reflex. The baby was lying in frog like position with gross hypotonia of axial and appendicular muscles. Knee jerk was absent and other jerks could not be elicited.

As the baby developed recurrent episodes of apnea, the baby was put on ventilator. The patient developed seizure activity. After checking the blood glucose (82 mg/dl) and calcium (9.5 mg/dl) which was normal we gave Inj. Phenobarbitone after which the convulsion was controlled. Investigation showed complete blood count (TLC-8200, ANC-4100, I/T RATIO-0.07), CRP-negative. Blood culture report shows no growth. CSF examination showed five lymphocytes. Protein and sugar were normal. ABG report was normal and there were no features of acidosis. Urine test for reducing substance was absent. Blood report for Sodium, potassium and calcium were also normal. MRI of brain revealed no abnormality.

So we suspected unusual cause of apnea by some metabolic disorder. As there was no hepatosplenomegaly and urine test for reducing substance was negative so we ruled out glycogen storage disease. We suspect amino acid metabolism disorder. So we sent plasma and CSF of the baby to biochemistry for amino acid estimation. The report showed that there was increased amount of glycine in both plasma and CSF. Lab. values were; Plasma glycine: 264.59(2.00-745.00), CSF Glycine: 43.61μmol/L (5-40μmol/L) and CSF:Plasma glycine ratio was 0.16. 0.8. So as there was no further episode of apnea and seizure activity and the growth and development of baby was absolutely normal, final diagnosis was a case of transient NKH.

Discussion

When a patient presents with recurrent episodes of apnea and seizure activity on 3rd week of life we have to consider sepsis, apnoea of prematurity, CNS infection, electrolyte disturbances, metabolic disorder. In this case as the baby was term and an uneventful perinatal history apnea of prematurity was ruled out. Sepsis screen and CSF examination was normal so sepsis was ruled out. Electrolytes were normal, ABG report was normal and no acidosis present. Ultrasonography and MRI reveals no abnormality so brain malformation was also ruled out. Thus we suspected amino acid metabolism disorder and subsequently diagnosed it as a case of non-ketotic hyperglycinemia.

NKH is an autosomal recessive metabolic disorder characterized by glycine accumulating in the brain due to defective Glycine Cleavage System. Incidence of glycine encephalopathy in British Columbia is 1:63,000 live births and 1:55,000 newborns in Finland6. Classically, NKH is associated with normal pregnancy and birth, then presented with neonatal apnea, lethargy, hypotonia and seizures followed by severe psychomotor retardation in those who survive. In the laboratory test, NKH is characterized by elevated glycine concentrations in plasma, CSF, and brain with a CSF glycine to plasma glycine ratio greater than 0.08, which is diagnostic. A ratio of >0.04 is suggestive but require further confirmation through enzymatic analysis of liver or mutation detection. In our case, glycine CSF/plasma ratio was 0.16, elevated cerebrospinal fluid glycine is reported in infants with encephalopathy: e.g hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy, congenital stroke, central nervous system infection7.

Non-ketotic hyperglycinemia, classified as neonatal, infantile, late onset and transient based on its clinical course, is a very rare autosomal recessively inherited disease. The metabolic defect of NKH is in the glycine cleavage system (GCS), a complex enzyme system with four components: the P, the H, the T, and the L protein8. Most patients with the neonatal type have a defect in the P protein. Later-onset cases have been thought to have defects in the H or T protein. Due to deficient activity of the GCS, the major pathway for the catabolism...
of glycine, large quantities of glycine accumulate in all body tissues. High concentrations of glycine in the central nervous system produce excitotoxicity, seizure and brain damage, through the overstimulation of the N-methyl-Aspartic acid (NMDA) receptor, via an action at the associated glycine modulatory site. Glycine is inhibitory in the spinal cord and brain stem and this may be responsible for the apnea seen in the disease.

The typical neonatal form presents in the first few days after birth with progressive lethargy, hypotonia, hiccups, and seizures then progresses to central apnea, and often death. Surviving infants have profound developmental delay and intractable seizures. The infantile form occurs in the first few months of life and is also characterized by hypotonia, developmental delay, and seizures. Increased CSF glycine level (typically 20-30 times normal) along with elevated CSF/plasma glycine ratio, suggests diagnosis. Gold standard for diagnosis is still liver biopsy, but this is not feasible in many cases. A noninvasive C-glycine breath test and screening system for genomic deletion with GLDC also help confirm diagnosis. Genes known to associate with NKH are GLDC (encoding P-protein component of the GCS complex), AMT (encoding T-protein component), and GCSH (encoding H-protein component). Molecular genetic testing of all three genes is available on a clinical basis. Mutations associated with residual enzyme activity seem associated with a milder outcome and infantile presentation; two mutations with no residual enzyme activity seem linked with severe outcome and neonatal onset. MRI can show normal, agenesis of the corpus callosum, delay in myelination, vacuolation, gliosis, or, less frequently, retrocerebellar cysts with subsequent hydrocephalus. To date, no effective treatment exists for NKH. The standard treatment strategies for NKH include sodium benzoate (to reduce plasma concentration of glycine) and NMDA receptor antagonists (ketamine, dextromethorphan, felbamate, and topiramate). Others focus on seizure control with antiepileptic drugs. Among AEDs, valproate should be avoided in glycine encephalopathy, since it raises blood and CSF glycine concentrations by further inhibiting the GCS and may increase seizure frequency. In our case only symptomatic treatment was given as it was a case of transient NKH and the growth and development was absolutely normal after the episode.

Conclusion

Transient NKH should be considered as a differential diagnosis for cases presented with hypotonia, recurrent apnea and seizures. But it is a rare disease and very few cases have been reported in review of literature. Hence this case is reported. Evaluating sick neonates with hypotonia, encephalopathy, apnea, and/or seizures is a diagnostic challenge. NKH should be considered in a term baby; elevated cerebrospinal fluid/plasma glycine ratio will allow correct identification and treatment more often in the future.
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